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Introduction
Immune function is uncompromisingly governed by at least three inter-dependent principals including recognition, effector function, and transition. Early naïve B and T cells that successfully bind foreign antigen become activated and undergo developmental transition towards more mature, faster-responding memory subsets. In contrast, lymphocytes that bind self-antigen in the periphery are usually counter-selected against and undergo a different type of transition, one towards apoptosis or anergy. Ineffectual negative selection against self-specific B cells has been associated with the development of autoimmune and neoplastic diseases. protein tyrosine phosphatase are included in such profiles) should increase our understanding of B cell development and ultimately how to circumvent dysregulated processes that could lead to disease.
Over the past three decades, our research laboratory has investigated multiple aspects of human B cell development and the molecular processes which collectively shape the peripheral BCR repertoire [5] [6] [7] [8] . We recently published that GC B cells that brightly expressed the CD45RO isoform (hereafter termed RO), when compared against their RO -counterpart, had higher mutation frequencies, were more activated, showed increased signs of receptormediated selection and survival, and were enriched for CD77 -centrocytes 1;2 . These studies successfully showed that RO could distinguish between GC B cells that existed in different transitional stages of both SHM activity and selection. In this report, we look to improve upon the discriminatory power of the CD45-based system by investigating how SHM and selection correlate with a second major CD45 isoform, CD45RB (hereafter termed RB). In T cells, differential RB (and RO) expression correlated with different stages of T cell development, activation, cytokine production, and selection [10] [11] [12] . Differential RO and RB surface expression both reproducibly subdivide the GC B cell pool into fractions that differ in SHM activity and selection, but RB expression provides additional insights into developmental transition towards downstream B cell subsets. As has been the case for almost all of the human B cell subsets described in the last decade, it is likely that disease counterparts to these newly described subpopulations will be forthcoming.
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Materials and Methods
Lymphocyte isolation and B cell subset identification. Total lymphocytes were isolated from the tonsils of normal children and prepared for cytometric analysis as previously described 5 . All protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation and informed consent was obtained in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Antibodies for analyses, including multi-color antibody combinations used to distinguish between different B cell subsets (and T cells), are listed in Table 1 . After applying the original IgD vs. CD38 gating strategy 7 , four independent, non-abutting gates (represented as Q1-4 in Figure 1A ) were drawn to increase the purity of each subset. In addition, the upper limit of the 
Results

The percentage of RB + cells varies among human tonsillar B cell subsets
Tonsillar naïve, Pre-GC, GC, Pblast, and memory B cell populations (representing early, middle, and late stages of human peripheral B cell development) were cytometrically identified in 6 different tonsils using surface marker profiles (Table 1 ) and immunofluorescent gating strategies that have been previously described by our laboratory 2;7 (illustrated in Figure 1A These data suggest that the transition from GC to terminal effector B cells is marked by a significant increase in RB expression such that 1 out of 2 tonsillar Pblast and memory B cells were RB + .
Higher mutation frequencies inversely correlate with surface RB expression on tonsillar
GC B cells
In similar fashion to our RO studies serve as a stronger discriminatory marker for mutation frequency than RB.
AID expression is inversely correlated with surface RB expression during early, mid, and late stages of the GC reaction
We previously reported that RO + GC B cells, despite having higher mutation frequencies, had reduced AID expression (at the mRNA level) 2 . These, among other data suggested that these cells are unlikely to be in the active stage of incorporating somatic mutations. We next investigated whether higher mutation averages among RB -GC B cells were potentially due to on-going SHM, of which elevated AID expression would be partially indicative.
AID transcripts were semi-quantitatively (use of beta actin) RT-PCR amplified from FACS-sorted RB + and RB -/lo GC B cells ( Figure 3A ). AID was positively detected in both RB fractions, but expression was more than 2.5-fold higher among RB -/lo cells ( Fig 3B) . Therefore, AID and surface RB expression are inversely proportional in GC B cells, similar to RO studies 2 .
To determine whether the inverse AID and RB correlation is maintained throughout the GC response, we performed similar semi-quantitative AID RT-PCR amplifications on RB- Pre-GC 16 and Pblast B cells respectively represent early (germline/ -modestly mutated) and late (extensively mutated) stages of the GC reaction. A total of 64 Pre-GC sequences (from two tonsils; T100 and T101) and 58 Pblast sequences (also from two tonsils; T85 and T86) were analyzed.
As would be expected, 62-84% of Pre-GC sequences had no or few (≤ 4) mutations and their average mutation frequencies were significantly lower (p ≤ 0.01) than frequencies among GC B cells from the same tonsils (3.9 ± 1.8 vs. 5.9 ± 3.5 mutations, respectively) (Fig 2C,D) . In contrast to Pre-GC B cells, only 5% of Pblast IgV H 4 IgM sequences were unmutated, approximately 50% had ≥ 8 mutations, and average mutation frequencies were virtually identical to those among same-tonsil GC B cells (9.8 ± 3.6 vs. 9.6 ± 3.5 mutations, respectively) ( Fig   2C,D) . These data suggest that Pre-GC and Pblast B cells respectively represent earlier and later developmental stages of the GC reaction,
Predominant RB expression level predictably varies among germinal center-proximal B cell subsets
We previously reported that differential surface RO expression among GC B cells directly correlated with reproducible changes in various immunophenotypes associated with somatic mutation frequency, receptor-mediated selection, developmental stage, and activation . Having demonstrated that both mutation frequency and AID expression are inversely correlated with surface RB expression on GC B cells, we next investigated whether properties that are partially indicative of activation-dependent transitional development also vary with respect to surface CD45RB expression. Primary focus was given to GC and GC-proximal subsets, though naïve (earliest) and memory (among the latest) B cells were also included to bookend the tonsillar B cell developmental stages. Illustrated in Figure 4A, The percentage of cells in each fraction is graphed in Figure 4A ; (Fig. 4B) Fig. 4D ). Above in Figure 4B , we observed that CD27 and RO MFI values were higher among Pblast than memory B cells and that surface IgM was lower. Data in Figure   4D suggests that RB + CD38-subdivided GC B cells showed the potential for transitioning towards terminal subsets. The RB + CD38 hi fraction was higher in CD27 and RO, and lower in IgM. The converse was observed for the RB + CD38 lo fraction. This suggests that a subpopulation of RB + CD38 lo GC B cells is developmentally similar to early Pblasts while a subpopulation in the RB + CD38 lo fraction is developmentally closer to early memory cells.
Surface RB expression is increased on the earliest naïve-like founder GC subset, Pro-GC B cells
Since RB expression appears to increase on some B cells exiting the GC reaction (or those passing through certain selection-based checkpoints), we next investigated whether early naïve B cells entering the GC reaction showed a similar increase in surface RB. In a previous study from our laboratory, Kolar et al. 17 described that Pro-GC B cells (IgD + CD38 -CD23 -FSC hi ) have an activated naïve-like surface marker profile, and proposed they are the earliest candidate founder GC population. This conclusion was based on their localization within germinal centers and positive AID expression. Illustrated in Figure 5A, 
Discussion
In this report we show that RO and RB are independently expressed on not only GC B
cells, but also all major tonsillar B cell subsets. Our primary focus was to determine whether differential gating on surface RB levels could enrich for highly mutated and selected GC B cells, or whether this attribute was unique to variable RO expression. Our data show that like RO 1;2 , variable RB expression reproducibly correlates with differences in SHM frequency, though their directional correlations are opposite (i.e. inverse for RB, direct for RO). This may be attributable to the observation that most (73%) RO + GC B cells were also RB -/lo (Fig 4A) supporting the hypothesis that highly mutated cells would be enriched in the RB -/lo fraction.
Data also revealed that RB + inversely correlated with AID expression (Fig 3) and cell proliferation ( Fig 4B) Fig 2E) .
Therefore RB not only distinguishes between major macro-B cell populations such as IgD + naïve and IgD + memory B cells (inter-subset delineation), but its differential expression profile is consistently specific enough to separate otherwise "quasi-homogenous" populations (IgM + IgD + CD38 -CD27 -) into immunophenotypically distinct micro-populations (intra-subset delineation). CD27 can also be used to distinguish between resting naïve and memory B cells.
However, is now appreciated that the CD27 + B cell pool is more heterogeneous than was previously appreciated, containing activated recently naïve-like or centroblast founder GC B cells 18 , B cells that mutated very early during ontogeny 20;21 , and GC B cells transitioning into early Pblast and memory B cells (this report). The greatest discriminatory power may be achieved by using RB in conjunction with CD27 (and other lymphocyte-delineating markers).
We show that RB (and RO) expression levels change over the course of peripheral B cell development in a subset-dependent manner. GC B cells had a significantly lower percentage of RB + cells compared to populations that were entering (Pre-GC and Pro-GC) or had completed (Pblast and memory) the GC reaction. It is uncertain whether the decreased number of RB + GC B cells is due to downregulation of all isoforms that utilize the RB exon, or due to activation-induced changes in how isoforms are glycosylated 26;27 .
In T cells, it has been demonstrated that RB expression is cyclic 28;29 , correlates with both positive and negative selection 12 , and that homing to and/or retention within lymphnodes is reduced following antibody-mediated ligation of RB (evidenced by reduced CD62L expression) 30;31 . It is therefore plausible that CD45 isoform expression in GC B cells is also cyclic, and that RB cycling correlates with GC B cells that themselves are cycling between active/inactive SHM, selection, and/or between lymphnode retention/exodus. Here we show that RB expression changes in accordance with cellular immunophenotype within a given subset. For example,
RB
+ GC B cells show increased potential for undergoing receptor-mediated selection based on their enrichment for CD77 -centrocytes, and relatively higher MFI values for surface Ig, CD25, CD40, and CD69 (Fig 4B) . Accordingly, RB + GC B cells could be the most-likely candidate cells to leave the GC micro-environment as early CD27 + Pblast and memory B cells [32] [33] [34] .
Interestingly, the Pro-GC B cell population described by Kolar et al. 17 as the earliest potential founder GC B cell exhibited a 2 to 7-fold increase in surface RB expression compared to other tonsillar naïve B cells. These data suggest that both the transition to enter the GC reaction as an early founder cell and the transition to exit the GC as a terminally differentiated B cell may preferentially/predominantly occur among cells that express elevated levels of surface RB.
These observations are summarized in Figure 6 3 ) were phenotypically consistent with conventionally accepted mutation patterns for these cell types (i.e. mutation frequency Pre-GC < GC ≅ Pblast). In each case, two independent tonsils were used as the source of Pre-GC (T100 and T101) or Pblast (T85 and T86) B 
